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Circle the letters that should be capitalized. Write the rule number.
1. First Word of a Sentence
2. Pronoun I
3. Person’s Name, Initials, & Titles
4. Days, Months, Holidays
5. Greeting & Closing of a letter
6. Streets, Cities, States, Counties
7. Titles (books, poems, songs, etc.)
8. Names of Places

Possessive Pronouns
.

Pronoun Antecedent Agreement

Pronouns Greek & Latin Vocabulary

Multiple Meaning Words – Is POINT a noun or a verb?

Label the Parts of Speech. 
N = Noun
V = Verb 
PN= Pronoun, 
ADJ = Adjective
ADV = Adverb
C = Conjunction
P = Preposition

Figurative Language

Greek & Latin Vocabulary

Name ________________________ Name ________________________

This fall I am going to the apple orchard.

The cats were happy 
with _____ new toy.

spectacles 
retrospect 
introspect 
inspector

They are ready to see him 
race.

Correct this sentence. We will 
asked mr Smith for derections 
to the store.

Define the underlined word.

Please identify when the story 
took a turn for the better.

Circle the common roots.

We sat on the point and looked at the stars. 
The class will point at the book.

What does the root mean?

My oak tree loses 
____ leaves in 
autumn.

Use INSPECTOR in a sentence.

My teacher is a dragon.

My teacher is like a dragon.

What is the meaning?

Which one is a Metaphor, which one is a 
Simile?

Subject
I

You
He/She

It
We
You 
They

Object
Me
You,

Him/Her
It

Us
You 

Them

Pronouns

Object- Me, You, Him/Her, It, Us, You, Them
Subject- I, You, He/She, It, We, You, They

Its   their

Antecedent - word the pronoun references. 
Circle the antecedent.

my mom likes dr. smith 
from madison wisconsin.

Circle the subject pronoun
Underline the object pronoun

Circle the subject pronoun, Underline the object pronoun

Pick us up when we are ready.

my  your  his  her  its  our   their 
mine  yours  his  hers  its  ours   theirs 
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Add the commas to this sentence. Which rule did you apply?

Separate Items in a Series
Separate Date, Month, and Year
Separate Address elements
After the Greeting or Closing of a letter
Between 2 adjectives modifying the same noun
Before a conjunction connecting 2 independent clauses

Possessive Pronouns Subject Verb Agreement

Greek & Latin Vocabulary
Which root means TO STEP?

Pronouns

Possessive Pronouns Subject Predicate
What is the underlined part?

Pronoun Antecedent Agreement Pronouns

Name ________________________ Name ________________________

____ not my fault the dog can’t fine ____ bone.

The notebook 
belongs to Alice. It 
is ____.

They ____ the school 
bus in the afternoon.

The whole class read 
silently.

She will bring all of them 
to the party.

ped/pod

man

grad/gress

My dog is larger than your 
dog. The smaller dog is 
____.

Object- Me, You, Him/Her, It, Us, You, Them
Subject- I, You, He/She, It, We, You, They

Object- Me, You, Him/Her, It, Us, You, Them
Subject- I, You, He/She, It, We, You, They

Subject – what the sentence is about
Predicate – the verb part, tells about 
the subjectride   rides

Antecedent - word the pronoun references. 
Circle the antecedent.

his   their

The boys don’t like 
getting ____ hair cut.

The big black dog 
was lost. Make 2 sentences

Use a ; to separate
Add a , and a conjunction

Correct the Run-on Sentence,   We followed the map we ended up in New York.

Show – Time, Location, or Movement

Circle the preposition and its functionCircle the interjection and its emotion.

The girls walked past the 
park.

surprise, good wishes, happy

Gesundheit! Are you 
getting a cold?

Circle the subject pronoun
Underline the object pronoun

We are going on vacation 
with him.

If the pronoun is a subject circle it. If 
it’s an object underline it.

my  your  his  her  its  our   their 
mine  yours  his  hers  its  ours   theirs 

my  your  his  her  its  our   their 
mine  yours  his  hers  its  ours   theirs 

Add its and it’s to this sentence.
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Circle the letters that should be capitalized. Write the rule number.
1. First Word of a Sentence
2. Pronoun I
3. Person’s Name, Initials, & Titles
4. Days, Months, Holidays
5. Greeting & Closing of a letter
6. Streets, Cities, States, Counties
7. Titles (books, poems, songs, etc.)
8. Names of Places

. Multiple Meaning Words 
Is SPRING a noun or a verb?

Pronouns

Possessive Pronouns Greek & Latin Vocabulary
Use predict in a sentence.

Label the Parts of Speech. 
N = Noun
V = Verb 
PN= Pronoun, 
ADJ = Adjective
ADV = Adverb
C = Conjunction
P = Preposition

Figurative Language Pronouns

Greek & Latin Vocabulary

Name ________________________ Name ________________________

My mother is a teacher at the high school.

You should call her.

You and I live in this 
house. The house is 
____.

contradict 
dictate 
dictation 
predict

Correct this sentence. the small red bird flyed into the house.

Define the underlined word.

Please trace your steps.
Circle the common roots.

We drank water from the 
spring.

Spring into action and 
get it done. 

What does the root mean?

I have a blue 
present for you.

The kid’s room was as messy as a 
disaster area. 
The kid’s room is a disaster area.

What is the meaning?

Which one is a Metaphor, which one is a 
Simile? Object- Me, You, Him/Her, It, Us, You, Them

Subject- I, You, He/She, It, We, You, They Subject- I, You, He/She, It, We, You, They
Object- Me, You, Him/Her, It, Us, You, Them

valentine’s day is in 
february.

Circle the subject pronoun
Underline the object pronoun Circle the subject pronoun

Underline the object pronoun

Pronouns - Person and Number

Students should learn a lesson 
from what they read.

What is the person?
What is the number?

Singular                Plural
1st 

Person speaking I, me, mine we, us, 
ours

2nd 
Person

spoken 
to you, your you, 

yours

3rd 
Person

spoken 
about

he, she, it, everyone, 
him, her, his, hers, 

its, everybody, 

they, 
them, 
theirs

my  your  his  her  its  our   their 
mine  yours  his  hers  its  ours   theirs 
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Add the commas to this sentence. Which rule did you apply?

Separate Items in a Series
Separate Date, Month, and Year
Separate Address elements
After the Greeting or Closing of a letter
Between 2 adjectives modifying the same noun
Before a conjunction connecting 2 independent clauses

Subject Verb Agreement

Greek & Latin Vocabulary
Which root means TO SEE?

Pronouns

Subject Predicate
What is the underlined part?

Pronoun Antecedent Agreement Pronouns

Name ________________________ Name ________________________

©2018 Melissa’s Teacher Mall

The children ____ the 
silly monkey.

The table tipped over in 
the wind.

It will make a big 
difference for him. 

Its    It’s

Subject- I, You, He/She, It, We, You, They
Object- Me, You, Him/Her, It, Us, You, Them

Subject- I, You, He/She, It, We, You, They
Object- Me, You, Him/Her, It, Us, You, Them

see   sees

Antecedent - word the pronoun references. 
Circle the antecedent.

his   their

I went to the movie but Sue 
went to the park. Make 2 sentences

Use a ; to separate
Add a , and a conjunction

Correct the Run-on Sentence, She never walks anywhere she is really lazy.

During the storm, we 
played a game.

Does it show 1. Emotion    
2. Time, Location, or Movement

Is the underlined word a 
preposition or an Interjection?

Are you confused by it?

Circle the subject pronoun
Underline the object pronoun

Singular                Plural
1st 

Person speaking I, me, mine we, us, 
ours

2nd 
Person

spoken 
to you, your you, 

yours

3rd 
Person

spoken 
about

he, she, it, everyone, 
him, her, his, hers, 

its, everybody, 

they, 
them, 
theirs

Pronouns - Person and Number

The teacher wants to talk to 
you.

What is the person?
What is the number?

1st 
Person speaking I, me, mine we, us, 

ours
2nd 

Person
spoken 

to you, your you, 
yours

3rd 
Person

spoken 
about

he, she, it, everyone, 
him, her, his, hers, 

its, everybody, 

they, 
them, 
theirs

Pronouns - Person and Number

Fred likes eggs, but he doesn’t 
like pancakes.

What is the person?
What is the number?

Singular                Plural

Where is ____ toy? ____ 
under the table.

Either Caleb or Noah will 
lend you _____ bike

Subject – what the sentence is about
Predicate – the verb part, tells about 
the subject

spect

dict

grad/gress
If the pronoun is a subject circle it. If 
it’s an object underline it.



6th Grade Reading 

The Shakespearean Mouse 

 

  Hi! My name is “The Shakespearean Mouse”. That is what the Lord Chamberlain’s Men 

call me. They are the actors that perform William Shakespeare’s plays at the Globe Theatre in 

London, England. They are now performing Romeo and Juliet. It is one of William’s best-known 

plays. They gave me my name because I only come out when William is around. He always 

bends down and gently feeds me delicious tidbits of cheese. He speaks quietly. I am never 

nervous when he is in the room.  

Henry, on the other hand, makes me very nervous. He is always laughing in that hyena 

voice of his. He also likes to pound his fists on the table. I think he is upset because of the role 

he was given in the play. He has the role of Juliet. Yup, you heard me right. Henry plays the 

beautiful lady, complete with makeup and long flowing hair. The year is 1599, and only boys 

and men are actors. Women are not allowed to perform in plays. It is considered “unfitting” for 

them to do so. Henry is only 13 years old. His voice is at a perfect pitch to play the role.  

  William’s dream is to write plays that will be enjoyed by both farmers and royalty. So 

far, I think he is doing a pretty good job. There are many farmers who pay a penny to see a 

performance in the pit of the Globe Theatre. Royalty has been known to pay a few pennies 

more for gallery seats. I, however, have dreams of my own. 

  My dream is to meet the one and only, Queen Elizabeth, I. I’ve only seen her from a 

distance. It was love at first sight. Her red hair, perfect skin, and gentle nature won my heart. I 

imagine the sweet, springtime smell of roses when she enters the room. I also hear robins 

singing a cheerful tune in the background. The actors often tease me about this, but William is 

very supportive. He believes in following dreams and working towards their goal. If I believe, I 

can achieve, he always says.  

  Henry just ran past me to enter the wardrobe and storage room. He must get ready 

extra early because of all the makeup he has to wear. I hear him practicing his lines, “Romeo, 

oh Romeo, Wherefore art thou Romeo?” The first time I heard those lines from the balcony, I 

thought Juliet was searching the area to find Romeo. William explained to me that “wherefore” 

doesn’t mean “where”. It actually means “why”. Juliet is asking the question, “Why are you a 

Montague?” Juliet is a Capulet, and Romeo is a Montague. The Capulets and Montagues are 

fighting families. Juliet wishes that Romeo wasn’t her enemy, so that they would be free to fall 

in love. 

   



William keeps looking over at me and smiling. I know that smile. He has something secret in 

mind. He gently taps his upper right-hand pocket. This is a sign for me to jump in for a ride. I 

jump right in, and he immediately begins climbing the stairs to the gallery at the top of the 

Globe. We arrive just in time for my lady to make her entrance. 

Queen Elizabeth I strolled in wearing a beautiful black dress with white trim, swinging a 

pomander at her side. The pomander was the source of the beautiful smell that filled the air. It 

was the smell of warm apples, hot out of the oven. Wealthy women often carry pomanders as a 

relief against bad smells. They also ward off sickness and disease. She placed it securely under 

her chair, and sat down quietly with a smile on her face. 

  William and Elizabeth greeted each other, and finally I was introduced. Elizabeth said 

she was delighted to meet me, as I made a gentlemanly bow. She laughed at me, but not in the 

sarcastic way Henry often did. She had joy, and even a little respect in her voice. The show was 

about to begin, so everyone gave their full attention to the performance. Before the night was 

through, I sneaked into the pomander under her chair. I snuggled up in the base with the hope 

of being undetected.  

It was very late when we arrived in the Greenwich Palace. Elizabeth made her excuses 

and immediately went to her bedroom. If I thought the Globe Theatre was big, the Palace of 

Placentia was huge! Now I have a new goal, which is to date the Queen of England. Hey, if 

Romeo and Juliet found happiness, why can’t I? If I believe I can achieve, right? 

 

Answer these Questions 

1.  How does the Shakespearean Mouse feel about Henry? 

 A. He admires him.  

B. He feels intimidated by him.  

C. He hates him.  

D. He feels superior to him.  

 

2. Which is the dream of the Shakespearean mouse?  

A. to play the role of Romeo  

B. to hear robins singing a song  

C. to go to Greenwich Palace  

D. to meet Queen Elizabeth  



3. What is the purpose of a “pomander”? 

 A. to make the air smell better  

B. to make a person look better  

C. to help a person hear better  

D. to help a stairway look better  

 

4. Select the theme of the passage.  

A. Be careful what you wish for.  

B. A mouse meets a queen.  

C. Never give up on your dreams.  

D. Realize your limitations.  

 

5. Select the genre of the passage.  

A. non-fiction  

B. historical fiction  

C. science fiction  

D. realistic fiction  

 

6. Read this sentence from Paragraph 5 

I hear him practicing his lines, “Romeo, oh Romeo, Wherefore art thou Romeo?” 

 Based on information from Paragraph 5, what is Juliet asking Romeo?  

 A. Where are you hiding? 

 B. Why are you my enemy?  

C. When will I see you again? 

 D. Who named you Romeo?  

 

 

 



7. Number the following events in the correct order (1 – 5).   

 _________ The Shakespearean Mouse went to Queen Elizabeth’s house. 

 _________ Henry entered the wardrobe and storage room. 

 _________ The Shakespearean Mouse hid in the pomander 

 _________ The Shakespearean Mouse made a new goal. 

 _________ The Shakespearean Mouse met Queen Elizabeth 

 

Answer Key 

 

1. How does the Shakespearean Mouse feel about Henry? 

He feels intimidated by him. 

2. Which is the dream of the Shakespearean mouse?  

To meet Queen Elizabeth 

3. What is the purpose of a “pomander”? 

To make the air smell better 

4. Select the theme of the passage.  

 Never give up on your dreams. 

 5. Select the genre of the passage.  

Historical fiction 

6. Based on information from Paragraph 5, what is Juliet asking Romeo?  

 Why are you my enemy? 

7. Number the following events in the correct order (1 – 5).   

1. Henry entered the wardrobe and storage room.  

2. The Shakespearean Mouse met Queen Elizabeth. 

3. The Shakespearean Mouse hid in the pomander. 

4. The Shakespearean Mouse went to Queen Elizabeth’s house. 

5. The Shakespearean Mouse made a new goal. 

 



6th Grade Math - Becoming Successful Week 3 
 
6.N.5 Add and subtract integers: find the sign 

1. Is (–92) + (− 7) positive or negative? 
 

2. Is (88) + (–8) positive or negative? 
 
3. Is (81 + 2) positive or negative? 

 
4. Is (–1) + (35) positive or negative? 

 
5. Is (-67 ) + (−4) positive or negative? 

 
 

Part II: Add integers 
 

6. (–4) + (5) 
 

7. (–10) + (-16) 
 

8. (–24) + (9) 
 

9. (–20) + (-6) 
 

10. (–94) + (-6) 
 

11. A football team loses 5 yards on one play and then loses 8 yards on  the next 
play.  How many yards did they lose on the two plays? 
 

12. You park in a garage 3 floors below ground level.  Then you get  in the elevator 
and go up 12 floors.  What floor do you get off the  elevator? 
 

13. A local bookstore has 30 copies of a bestseller when it opens on  Monday 
morning.  On Monday, it sells 6 copies of the book.  On  Tuesday, it sells 3 copies. 
On Wednesday, it receives a shipment  containing 24 copies of the books and 
also sells 8 copies.  How many  books does the store have at the end of 
Wednesday? 
 



14. A research team aboard an underwater research vessel  descends 1,500 feet 
beneath the surface of the water.  They then  rise 525 feet and descend again 350 
feet.  Where are they currently  located? 
 

15. When Steve woke up. His temperature was 102º F. Two hours later it was 3º 
lower. What was his temperature then? 
 

16. An elevator is on the twentieth floor. It goes down 11 floors and then up 5 
floors. What floor is the elevator on now? 
 

17. A deep-sea exploring ship is pulling up a diver at the rate of 25 feet per minute. 
The diver is 200 feet below sea level. How deep was the diver 10 minutes ago? 
 

18. If it is 5º outside and the temperature will drop 17º in the next six hours, how 
cold will it get? 
 

19.  Josie has $47 left on her checking account. If she writes a check for $55, what 
will Josie’s balance be? 
 

20. The elevation of Mt. Everest is 29,028 feet. The elevation of the Dead Sea is 
–485 feet. What is the difference in the elevation between Mt. Everest and the 
Dead Sea? 

 
ANSWER KEY 

 
1.)Negative 2.) Positive 3.) Positive 4.) Positive 5.) Negative  

6.) 1  
7.) -26  
8.) -15  
9.) -26  
10.) -100  
11.) 13 yards  
12.) You get off on the 9th floor  
13.) 37 books 
14.) -1325 feet 
15.) 99º 
16.) 14th floor 
17.) 450 below sea level 18.) -12º 19.) -$8.00 20.) 28,543 feet 



Benavente Middle School 
6th Grade Science Become More Successful Questions 

 
1. The study of matter and energy is _______________ . 

a) Earth science. 
b) Life science.  
c) Physical science. 
d) Technology.  

 
2. What do you call the information collected during an experiment? 

a) data 
b) experiment 
c) research 
d) observation 

 
3. You want to find the mass of an animal. Which unit could you measure it in? 

a) degrees 
b) square inches 
c) kilometers 
d) kilograms 

 
4. You conducted an experiment to find the best conditions to grow a flower called the 

daylily. Here are the results. Based on the chart, under which condition does a Daylily 
grow the highest? 

Condition for Plant Growth Plant Height 

full sun 7 cm 

partial sun 9 cm 

full shade 4 cm 

a) full sun 
b) partial sun 
c) full shade 
d) cannot tell from the chart 

 
5. The color change that occurs when iron rusts is evidence of a(an) ________________ . 

a) chemical reaction. 
b) temperature change. 
c) increase in concentration. 
d) physical change. 

 
 



6. A cracking fire burns in a fireplace. Its smoke rises up the chimney. Which part of the 
fire is a form of matter? 

a) The cracking sound 
b) The glowing light 
c) The heat 
d) The smoke 

 
7. You cannot decide what to have for breakfast. So you put four different kinds of cereal in 

a bowl, add some banana slices, and stir it up. What would you call the contents of the 
bowl? 

a) a compound 
b) an element 
c) a solution 
d) a mixture 

 
8. If all four substances are put in one container, how will they be arranged from top to bottom? 

 

Substance Density (g/cm 3) 

water 1.6 

wood 0.8 

steel 7.8 

Mercury 13.5 

 
a) Water - wood - mercury - steel 
b) Mercury - water - steel - wood 
c) Wood - water - steel - mercury 
d) Steel - mercury - water - wood 

 
9. Which of the following is an example of freezing (change from a liquid to a solid)? 

a) Ice becomes liquid water. 
b) Melted wax becomes solid. 
c) Ice becomes water vapor. 
d) Water vapor becomes water droplets. 

 
10. During what process does water heats up and turns to water vapor? 

a) evaporation 
b) transpiration 
c) respiration 
d) condensation 

 
 



 
11. An automobile engine changes chemical energy into light energy and _______________ . 

a) electricity. 
b) nuclear energy. 
c) mechanical energy. 
d) light. 

 
12. The center of an atom is called  

a) neutron 
b) proton 
c) nucleus 
d) eye 

 
13. _____________________ scientifically proved that the earth orbits the sun. 

a) Copernicus 
b) Aristotle 
c) Galileo 
d) Obama 

 
14. What do you call the process of breaking white light into all the colors of the visible 
spectrum? 

a) reflection 
b) attraction 
c) refraction 
d) compaction 

 
15. Which (one or more) of these are microorganisms? 

a) bacteria 
b) mushrooms 
c) viruses 
d) fish 

 
16. Where would you find the substance chlorophyll? 

a) dogs 
b) birds 
c) ball 
d) plant 

 
17. Cliffs that are located on the edge of the ocean may wear away over many years as waves, 
rain, and wind remove small particles of rock very gradually. What is this process called? 

a) conductive 
b) transport 
c) erosion 
d) deportation  



 
18. The tool used to measure earthquakes is called a ________________? 

a) digital scale 
b) richter scale 
c) double balance scale 
d) electronic scale 
 

19. What do you call the two pole ends of a magnet? 
a) west & south 
b) north & east 
c) south & meridien 
d) north & south 

 
20. Which of these terms describes the largest area of land? 

a) rainforest 
b) habitat 
c) biome 
d) ecosystem 

 
21. Which of the following is not a major layer of the earth? 

a) mantle 
b) blanket 
c) core 
d) crust 

 
22. What’s another word for Homo sapiens? 

a) feline 
b) equus 
c) humans 
d) canis 

 
23. The name of the calm center of a typhoon is called the ____________. 

a) Black hole 
b) Exit zone 
c) The eye 
d) The end 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Answer Key 
1. C,   2. A,   3. D,   4. B,   5. A,   6. D,   7. D,   8. C,   9. B,   10. A,   11. C,   12. C,   13. A,   14. 
C,   15. A &C,   16. D,   17. C,   18. B,   19. D,   20. C,   21. B,   22. C,   23. C,  



THE GREEK CITY- THE GREEK CITY-STATE OF STATE OF STATE OF 

ATHENS 

Athenians thought of themselves as the shining star of the Greek city-states. They were famed 

for their literature, poetry, drama, theatre, schools, buildings, and government. Before the Greek 

dark ages, Athens was a small village. After the Greek dark ages, Athens grew rapidly until 

Athens was one of the two most powerful city-states in the ancient Greek world. (The other was 

Sparta.) The Athenians were very different from the ancient Spartans. The Spartans were famed 

for their military strength. Athenians were famed for their commitment to the arts and sciences. 

The Greeks believed that each city-state in ancient Greece had a god or a goddess in charge of it, 

their special patron. For Athens, the patron was Athena, goddess of wisdom. Perhaps because 

Athena was their patron, Athenians put a great deal of emphasis on education. Girls learned at 

home from their mothers. They learned how to run a home, and how to be good wives and 

mothers. Boys were educated quite differently. Until age 6 or 7, boys were taught at home by 

their mothers. From 7-14, boys attended a day school outside the home. There, they memorized 

poetry and learned to play the lyre. They learned drama, public speaking, reading, writing, math, 

and perhaps even how to play the flute. After middle school, they went to a four year high school 

and learned more about math, science, and government. At 18, they attended two years of 

military school. There was just cause for Athens to be proud of its system of education for its 

citizens. 

The class system in Athens was made up of two distinct classes- slaves and citizens. These 

classes were rarely open to any of the other classes; citizenship alone was given only to male 

Athenians. The same hierarchy of classes existed within other Greek city states as well. At the 

core of each class was a specific list of duties and responsibilities given to a member of it. 

Citizenship allotted many privileges to the population of Athens, thus it was difficult to attain 

and was only given to a male child if both parents were Athenian. Women were excluded from 

becoming citizens (with limited exception in the later Hellenistic period). Hereditary links 

however, did not just determine citizenship. From the time of their birth, young Athenian men 

were expected to attain an education. A citizen could own land, have heirs, own slaves, belong to 

the assembly, and could have some political sway. Citizens also played a large part in the year- 

round religious festivals of Athens. 

Slaves alternately were below their citizen titled masters. They were excluded from the religious 

festivals of Athens, could not own land, were denied some civil rights, they could not participate 

in political activities. They were able to hold dominance over many of the trades. Trade work 

itself was appalling to most citizens. Slaves were not expected to attain anything but a basic 

education in Greece, but were not excluded from it. Some masters allowed their younger slaves 

apprenticeships in their workshops; eventually the slaves’ wares and income would add to their 

master's wealth. Some of the wealthier students in the Greek academies brought a slave with 

them to their classes.  

 



Life in Greek City-States 

 

Athens 

 

1. How was Athena being the patron of Athens ironic when considering the role of women 

in the Athens city-state? 

 

 

 

 

2. How were the role of boys and girls different in Athens? Provide at least 2 examples for 

each. 

 

 

 

 

3. What conditions must have existed for one to become a citizen in Athens? What 

privileges came with citizenship? 

 

 

 

 

4. What was the role of Athenian slaves? Why were some of the Athenian slaves educated? 

 

 

 

 

5. What are the main differences between the powerful city-states of Sparta and Athens? 

What was valued in each of the city-states? 



 

Ancient Greek Numbers 
The Ancient Greeks used different symbols for their numbers. In-stead of writing 1 they 

used a symbol that looked like a capital i. 

Below is a list of Greek numbers if you want to make 11 you would write the symbol for 10 

and then write the symbol for 1. it would look like this ΔI 

 

 

Part I 

How would you make the number 21? ____31? ____ 35? ____  

42?____  

 

Can you find the symbol for 50? Write it here ________  

 

If you write the symbol for 10 after the 50 what do you think you would get? 

_________  

 

Can you translate these numbers ΔГ? ________  

 

How about this HΔГ?____________  

 

How about this HΔГI?____________  

 
 

Part II 

Can you work out the answers to these questions and write the answer in Ancient 

Greek?  

 

 

12+15=     4x5=     102-43=  

 

15+20=     7x6=     94-39=  

 

72+6=     4x6=    99-33=  

 

17+42=     7x9=     102-39=  

 

76+8=     9x3=    12-3=  

 

82+28=    10x10=     53-32=  

 

24+50=    3x7=     82-42=  

 



45+45=    8x6=     90-10=  

 

12+100=    9x9=    56-37=  

 



Direct Democracy in Ancient Athens 

The Assembly Ancient Athenians practiced direct democracy in several ways. The first 

way was through the general assembly. All citizens were able to vote, but first they would debate 

the issue. Anyone could choose to speak for or against a proposal, responding to the call “Who 

wishes to speak?” However, it was difficult to address a crowd of thousands, so often only the 

best speakers, called orators, would speak on different sides of an issue. After the debate, citizens 

could vote using either a show of hands, writing their vote on a broken piece of pottery, or voting 

with either or black or white pebble. Usually there had to be at least 6,000 participating and if 

there were not enough men there, slaves with red ropes would be instructed to harness nearby 

folks to get them to the Pynx, or meeting place. If they had red on their robes, they could be 

fined. Later, however, pay for participation was introduced and this helped to get citizens there to 

vote and made sure that even poor citizens could take time away from work to participate.  

Atheninans were able to participate in direct democracy partly because the city state 

population was small enough to do so and wealthy enough to do so. Athenians depended heavily 

on slave labor, which freed them from work so that they had the time to meet, debate, and 

participate in government decisions. Later laws also required payment for participation in the 

assembly and juries so that they all citizens, no matter how rich or poor, could participate. While 

these conditions allowed greater participation, eligible citizens still only made up not more than 

20 percent of the total populations because citizenship did not include women, slaves, or anyone 

who was not Athenian by birth. 

Questions 

1. How were decisions made in the general assembly? 

 

2. How did Athenians make sure that citizens showed up at the assembly? 

 

 

3. What are the conditions of direct democracy? 



Spell your Name 

Workout  
 

Find a safe open space.  Spell out your full name and do the workout for each letter. 

For something more challenging, include your middle name. Don’t forget to warm 

up!   
 

A 10 Burpees N 60 sec Wall Sit 

B 60 sec Plank O 60 sec Run/Jog in Place 

C 20 Squats P 10 sec hold Flamingo Stretch 

D 10 Push ups Q 15 Walking Planks (go from 
forearm planks to on your 
hands and back down) 

E 20 Mountain Climbers R 20 Burpees 

F 15 Squats S 15 Push ups 

G 30 Crunches T 20 High Knees 

H 25 Jumping Jacks U 25 Calf Raises 

I 20 Forward Lunges V 30 Arm circles (15 forwards 
and 15 backwards) 

J 60 sec Jump Ropes (with or 
without a rope) 

W 20 Side to Side Jumps 

K 30 Sit ups X 50 Jumping Jacks 

L 20 Arm Circles Y 10 Zombie Kicks 

M 15 Tricep Dips Z 1 Minute Freestyle Dance 

 

Challenge:  BENAVENTE MIDDLE SCHOOL, ROADRUNNERS, or PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Your team name: _____________________________________ 

Good work!  Now, wash your hands! 



Sanlichan na Songsong Siha (Western Villages of Guam)
Na’ån-hu-si _________________________ Oran Klås_________
I Fecha ________________________________

Direksion siha: (Directions)
Usa i bankon palabra pa un aidentifika i sensgsong siha gi sanlichan.
Use the word bank to identify the villages in the west.

Word Bank:

Hagåtña 

Piti 
Sinahånña 
Assan 
Ma’ina 

Tamuning
Tutuhan
Tomhom
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HOW MY FACE LOOKS

THE 3 THINGS I AM MOST EXCITED TO DO WHEN THIS IS OVER:

WORDS TO DESCRIBE HOW I FEEL:

WHAT I HAVE LEARNED MOST 
FROM THIS EXPERIENCE:

I AM MOST THANKFUL FOR

1 2 3

PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS



INTERVIEW YOUR HOUSEHOLD

WHAT TV SHOW YOU WATCHED :

YOUR NEW FOUND FAVORITE INSIDE HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITY:

FAVORITE FOOD TO BAKE:

FAVORITE TIME OF DAY: 

DAYS SPENT INSIDE

WHAT ARE YOU MOST THANKFUL FOR?

YOUR TOP 3 MOMENTS FROM THIS EXPERIENCE:

1.

2.

3.

HOW ARE YOU FINDING 
HOMESCHOOLING?

GOAL/S FOR 
AFTER THIS:

HO
W

 AR
E Y

OU
 FE

EL
ING

?

WHAT ACTIVITIES/HOBBIES HAVE 
YOU MOST ENJOYED DOING?

WHAT HAS BEEN THE 
BIGGEST CHANGE?

PAGES BY LONG CREATIONS


